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With all the talk of failing schools these days, we forget that
schools can fail their brightest students, too. We pledge to
"leave no child behind," but in American schools today,
thousands of gifted and talented students fall short of their
potential. In Genius Denied, Jan and Bob Davidson describe
the "quiet crisis" in education: gifted students spending their
days in classrooms learning little beyond how to cope with
boredom as they "relearn" material they've already mastered
years before. This lack of challenge leads to frustration,
underachievement, and even failure. Some gifted students
become severely depressed. At a time when our country
needs a deep intellectual talent pool, the squandering of
these bright young minds is a national tragedy. There are
hundreds of thousands of highly gifted children in the U.S.
and millions more whose intelligence is above average, yet
few receive the education they deserve. Many school districts
have no gifted programs or offer only token enrichment
classes. Education of the gifted is in this sorry state, say the
Davidsons, because of indifference, lack of funding, and the
pernicious notion that education should have a "leveling"
effect, a one-size-fits-all concept that deliberately ignores the
needs of the gifted. But all children are entitled to an
appropriate education, insist the authors, those left behind as
well as those who want to surge ahead. The Davidsons show
parents and educators how to reach and challenge gifted
students. They offer practical advice based on their
experience as founders of a nonprofit organization that
assists gifted children. They show parents how to become
their children's advocates, how to win support for gifted
students within the local schools, and when and how to go
outside the school system. They discuss everything from
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acceleration ("skipping" a grade) to homeschooling and
finding mentors for children. They tell stories of real parents
and students who overcame poor schooling environments to
discover the joy of learning. Genius Denied is an inspiring
book that provides a beacon of hope for children at risk of
losing their valuable gift of intellectual potential.
This book corresponds to a graduate course given many
times by the authors, and should prove to be useful to
mathematicians and theoretical physicists.
The bestselling alternative energy reference book in North
America—now in an updated edition Want to take advantage
of solar power in your home? Whether you’re looking to save
on your energy costs by adding a few solar components or
you want to build a solar-powered house from the ground up,
Solar Power For Dummies, 2nd Edition takes the mystery out
of this energy source and shows you how to put it to work for
you! This new edition gives you hands-on tips and techniques
for making your home more energy-efficient though solar
power—and helping the planet at the same time. Plus, you’ll
get all the latest information on changes to federal, state, and
local regulations, laws, and tax incentives that seek to make
solar-power adoption more feasible. Expanded coverage of
the technology that underpins full-scale solar-power systems
for the home New small- and mid-sized solar products,
projects, and applications Rik DeGunther is a design engineer
who started his own energy consulting firm Featuring ten of
the easiest and cheapest DIY solar projects, Solar Power For
Dummies, 2nd Edition is the fun and easy way to meet your
energy needs with this clean power source!
#4 on Publishers Weekly's Bestselling Gardening Books list!
This new, completely revised edition has over 500 new
photographs, 400 new illustrations, 400 new plants and trees,
the latest pest control recommendations, fruit and vegetable
recommendations, new tips and plants specifically for
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Southern Texas, plus everything in the first edition.
From New York Times bestselling author Madeline Hunter
comes this seductive tale of a headstrong young lady, a
scandalous manuscript, and the iron-willed duke determined
to save her from her ruin. For fans of Mary Balogh, Eloisa
James, and Julia Quinn. When Lady Lydia Alfreton is
blackmailed over the shocking contents of a manuscript she
once wrote, she must go to the most desperate of measures
to raise the money to buy back the ill-considered prose:
agreeing to an old wager posed by the arrogant, dangerous
Duke of Penthurst. At least Penthurst is a man she wouldn’t
mind fleecing—and she’s confident she’ll win. Penthurst long
ago concluded Lydia was a woman in search of ruinous
adventure, but even he is surprised when she arrives at his
house ready to bet her innocence against his ten thousand
pounds—a wager he only proposed to warn her off gambling.
When she loses to a simple draw of the cards, Lydia is
shocked. Now, her problems are twofold: a blackmailer
determined to see her pay and a duke determined to tame
her rebellious ways. One misstep and Lydia could find herself
ruined—or bound to the seductive man who would make her
his duchess.
The most valuable lesson Emerson Moore ever learned was
from her parents: never get too attached to someone else.
That's why this hard-partying college student plays by her
own code of bedroom conduct, refusing to stay with the same
guy for too long. She gets all the pleasure of having a good
time without the messiness of a relationship. So what if frat
house–hopping has earned her a certain reputation around
campus? At least no one gets hurt this way—especially her.
When ridiculously gorgeous Jaxon Riley moves in next door,
Emerson's not sure how long her vow against emotional
intimacy can last. Jaxon's tattoo, muscles, and sexy voice
make him tempting, but he also seems to really understand
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her…until his jealous ex-girlfriend and Emerson's life-changing
discovery about her parents get thrown into the mix. After
everything she's been through, can Emerson handle a real
relationship? Or will breaking her rules just lead to a broken
heart?
Pediatric Consultant, Israel. Exam review provides
information for those preparing to take pediatric examinations,
in particular the MRCPCH Parts 1 and 2. Covers basic
physiology and clinical problems that are likely to be
encountered. Updated edition includes data on pediatric
development. Previous edition: c2000. Softcover.
Surveying for Construction 5e is an essential textbook for
students of engineering new to surveying, and will also
appeal to students of building and environmental studies and
archaeology. Offering a strong grounding in land and
construction surveying, the authors clearly and
comprehensively guide the reader through the principles,
methods and equipment used in modern-day surveying.
Taking into account recent advances in the field, the material
has been fully updated and revised throughout including new
and up-to-date coverage of levelling, total stations, detail
surveys, and EDM. A new chapter on GPS technology has
been added. In keeping with the practical nature of the book,
there are chapters on setting out construction works and
surveying existing buildings, which guide the reader step-bystep through the fundamental procedures. The clear and
methodical nature of the explanations, supported by a wide
range of exercises and examples, make Surveying for
Construction 5e an invaluable and modern introduction to
surveying. Key features include: â€¢ Fully updated coverage
and new material throughout, including a new chapter on
GPS â€¢ New Learning Objectives and Chapter Summaries
which guide the student through the learning process and
highlight the key principles and methods for each chapter â€¢
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Numerous diagrams and figures which give students a clear
and detailed understanding of equipment and procedures â€¢
Extensive boxed examples and exercises that guide students
through real-world surveying methods and calculations â€¢
Website material: online material for creating your own
surveying project allows students to practice the methods and
techniques they have learnt
Table of content* Low-Sodium Whole-Grain Crackers* LowSodium Pineapple Muffins* Soy Sauce Substitute With Very
Low Sodium* Hash Browns (Patties - Low Sodium)
Homemade* Italian Dressing - Low Sodium* Low Salt /
Sodium Low Fat Turkey Sloppy Joes* Low Sodium Simple
Chili* Low Sodium Barbecue Sauce* Low Sodium Meatloaf*
Enhancer With Very Low Sodium* Turkey Stuffing With Very
Low Sodium* Best Low Carb Bread (Bread Machine)*
Lynchburg Barbecue Sauce (Low Sodium)* Crack Slaw - Low
Carb* Low Carb Fauxtatoes* Crispy Baked Radish Chips
(Low Fat/Low Carb)* Half the Sodium Seasoned Salt*
Homemade Low Calorie Potato Chips* Mushroom Sauce for
Pasta (Low-Sodium)* Low-Carb Guacamole* Low Carb
Oatmeal Pancakes* Cauliflower Rice - Low Carb* Low Carb
Baked Spaghetti Squash With Garlic Sage Cream* Chocolate
Mocha Pudding - Low Carb* Spinach Enchiladas - Low-Fat*
Low Carb Iced Coffee* Healthy Low Fat Apple and Oatmeal
Muffins* Pumpkin Bread Pudding (Low Fat)* Low Carb Tuna
Muffins* Ginger Me up Chicken! Low Fat Honey & Ginger
Chicken Breasts* Low-Fat Spanish Rice* Plain Lentil Soup
(Vegan...and low fat too!)* Apple Snack - Low Calorie* Low
Fat, Low Cal, Vegan Pad Thai* Chocolate Mousse - Low
Carb* Easy Low Fat Oven Roasted Peppered Potato
Wedges* South Beach Salmon With Creamy Lemon Sauce
Low Carb* Low Fat Penne a La Vodka* Low-sodium Chicken
Rice Soup* Sweet Potato Soup With Low Sodium* Moroccan
Spaghetti (Very Low Fat and Healthy)* Low Carb, Low Sugar
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Hot Cocoa* Creamy Carrot Soup (Low Fat)* Curried
Chickpeas and Black Beans-Low Fat* Low Fat Mocha
Chocolate Chip Muffins* Another Mock Mashed Potatoes
(mashed Cauliflower)-low Carb* X-Boyfriend Low Fat
Microwave Fudge* Low Fat Chocolate Fondue* Low Calorie
Banana Bread* Low-fat Vegetable Soup* Pie (Low Carb)*
Grilled Low Carb Chicken Satay* Low-Fat Bircher Muesli*
Low Fat Lemon Chicken* Chocolate Custard Low Points*
Chicken Piccata Low Fat* Rice With Feta (Low Fat)* Unfried
Crispy Baked Beet Chips (Low Fat)* Low Fat Buckwheat
Pancakes* Low Fat Apple Bread* Low Fat Carrot and Fruit
Loaf* Low Carb Pie* Choose Your Vegetable, Low-fat soup*
Jamaican Healthy Meat "patties" (Low Calorie/Low Fat/Low
Glycemic)* Broiled Orange Roughy - Low Fat and so
Healthy!* Low Carb Stuffed Zucchini* Spicy Low fat, New
Potatoes* Strawberry Orange Low Fat Yogurt Smoothie* Low
Fat Black Bean Hummus* Low Salt Corn Guacamole* Simple
Greek Lemon Chicken Thighs With Potatoes (Low Fat) for 1*
Simple Crunchy Potato and Onion Casserole - Low Cal*
Polynesian Glazed Wings (Low Fat)* Low Fat Garlic Chicken
Pasta* Low Carb Chocolate Mug Cake* Low Fat Banana
Cream Smoothie* Low Fat Peach Frozen Yogurt* Easy Low
Fat Mushroom Sauce* Low Calorie Turkey Casserole* Simple
Greek Lemon Chicken Thighs With Potatoes (Low Fat) for 1*
Low Salt Corn Guacamol* Faux Ta Toes - Low Carb Mashed
Potato Substitute* Low fat black bean Dip* Herby Tuna
Burgers With Wasabi (Low Fat and Healthy)* Sweet Potato
Low-Fat High Fibre Cookies* Low Carb Stuffed Cabbage
Casserole* Low Fat Taco Salad* Crunchy Low Fat Onion Dip*
Low Fat Chicken Medallions With Cinnamon Raspberry Pear
Sauce* Low Fat Asian Halibut in Foil* Cream Cheese and
Chive Mashed Potatoes (Low-Fat)* Applesauce Maple
Muffins Low Fat* Cherry Mocha Coffee, low-carb* Zucchini
Noodles Low-Carb* Chicken in Balsamic Vinaigrette Sauce (
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Low Fat )* Low Fat Chicken, Corn, and Green Chile
Chowder* Very Low Cal Banana Oat Cookies
Handbook of Materials Failure Analysis: With Case Studies
from the Oil and Gas Industry provides an updated
understanding on why materials fail in specific situations, a
vital element in developing and engineering new alternatives.
This handbook covers analysis of materials failure in the oil
and gas industry, where a single failed pipe can result in
devastating consequences for people, wildlife, the
environment, and the economy of a region. The book
combines introductory sections on failure analysis with
numerous real world case studies of pipelines and other types
of materials failure in the oil and gas industry, including joint
failure, leakage in crude oil storage tanks, failure of glass fibre
reinforced epoxy pipes, and failure of stainless steel
components in offshore platforms, amongst others.
Introduces readers to modern analytical techniques in
materials failure analysis Combines foundational knowledge
with current research on the latest developments and
innovations in the field Includes numerous compelling case
studies of materials failure in oil and gas pipelines and drilling
platforms
Up-to-date accounts of recent and future advances in shortwavelength spectroscopy of laboratory and cosmic plasmas.
The aim of Molecular and Nano Electronics: Analysis, Design
and Simulation is to draw together contributions from some of
the most active researchers in this new field in order to
illustrate a theory guided-approach to the design of molecular
and nano-electronics. The field of molecular and nanoelectronics has driven solutions for a post microelectronics
era, where microelectronics dominate through the use of
silicon as the preferred material and photo-lithography as the
fabrication technique to build binary devices (transistors). The
construction of such devices yields gates that are able to
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perform Boolean operations and can be combined with
computational systems, capable of storing, processing, and
transmitting digital signals encoded as electron currents and
charges. Since the invention of the integrated circuits,
microelectronics has reached increasing performances by
decreasing strategically the size of its devices and systems,
an approach known as scaling-down, which simultaneously
allow the devices to operate at higher speeds. * Provides a
theory-guided approach to the design of molecular and nanoelectronics * Includes solutions for researchers working in this
area * Contributions from some of the most active
researchers in the field of nano-electronics
Enter the world of vibration trading with a new methodology
for making more money, more safely What if you could enter
the markets and know, in advance, the exact value of trades
needed to sustain a losing streak, by knowing their Martingale
limits, to finally ensure a win? With Vibratrading you can.
Applying the principles of "Boundedness" in conjunction with
powerful stock/ETF diversification techniques, Vibratrading™
allows you to accomplish what most traders and investors
previously thought impossible, giving you an unfair advantage
in any market situation. A new and revolutionary perspective
on trading and investing, Vibratrading provides a powerful
methodology for extracting profit. Non-directional, it is
designed to appeal greatly to the vast number of directional
traders consistently struggling to keep from losing their
trading accounts. Providing a better, safer way to participate
in the markets to make consistent profits, it is the only book
you need to gain a crucial competitive edge. Presents a
radical new trading strategy, Vibratrading™, that the market
cannot move adversely against Demonstrates how a scale
trader can enter the market at any level, without being
restricted to entry at the "conventional lower end" of the
instrument's historical range Teaches traders and investors
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the important techniques of securitizing and monetizing profits
with emphasis on risk free vibrational share accumulation
Presenting a truly non-directional methodology, Vibratrading
is the book you need to make more money, more safely.
Rehabilitation should not stop when the disabled person is
discharged from hospital, and many neurological patients
require ongoing rehabilitation in order to maximize their
functional abilities, minimize complications and promote full
participation at home and in the community. This book
analyses community rehabilitation needs from many different
perspectives, including the views of disabled people,
rehabilitation clinicians and service providers. Many examples
of community rehabilitation schemes are presented, with
evidence for their effectiveness, and case studies are used to
highlight the main issues. The authors take an international
view, and there are chapters dealing with the disabled child in
the community and with neuropsychological rehabilitation.
This important book examines the growing trend towards
community rehabilitation in neurology and is directed towards
all clinicians involved with neurorehabilitation.
When high-achiever Mischa is rejected from every college
she applies to, she teams up with a group of hacker girls to
find who altered her transcript and set things right.
Analog circuit and system design today is more essential than
ever before. With the growth of digital systems, wireless
communications, complex industrial and automotive systems,
designers are challenged to develop sophisticated analog
solutions. This comprehensive source book of circuit design
solutions will aid systems designers with elegant and practical
design techniques that focus on common circuit design
challenges. The book’s in-depth application examples
provide insight into circuit design and application solutions
that you can apply in today’s demanding designs. Covers the
fundamentals of linear/analog circuit and system design to
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guide engineers with their design challenges Based on the
Application Notes of Linear Technology, the foremost
designer of high performance analog products, readers will
gain practical insights into design techniques and practice
Broad range of topics, including power management tutorials,
switching regulator design, linear regulator design, data
conversion, signal conditioning, and high frequency/RF
design Contributors include the leading lights in analog
design, Robert Dobkin, Jim Williams and Carl Nelson, among
others
'Moving and deeply suspenseful' - Sydney Morning Herald
Every family has its secrets. Some are small, like telling a
white lie or snooping through a private drawer. Others are
more serious, like infidelity and betrayal. And some secrets
are so terrible they must be hidden away in a deep, dark
place, for if they ever came to light, they would surely tear a
family apart... The Tides are a family full of secrets. Returning
to Clifftops, the rambling family house perched high on the
Dorset coastline, youngest daughter Dora hopes for a fresh
start, for herself and the new life she carries. But can longheld secrets ever really be forgiven? And even if you can
forgive, can you ever really learn to love again? Secrets of
the Tides is the spellbinding debut from Hannah Richell, a
rich and compelling family drama with a dark thread of
suspense at its heart. This updated edition includes a chapter
from Hannah's new novel, The Shadow Year, available now.
'A definite page-turner with unexpected depths' - The
Australian Women's Weekly '...a tale of secrets, lies, betrayal
and infidelity... Heartbreakingly good' - Herald Sun
Analog Circuit DesignA Tutorial Guide to Applications and
SolutionsElsevier
Worldwide literature classic, among top 100 literary novels of
all time. A must read for everybody, a book that will keep
saying what it has to say for years
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While Universal's Dracula and Frankenstein (both 1931) have
received the most coverage of any of the studio's genre
releases, it is the lesser known films that have long fascinated
fans and historians alike. Starting with The Last Warning, a
1929 movie released as both a silent and a talkie, Universal
provided a decade of films that entertained audiences and
sometimes frustrated critics. Each of Universal's horror,
science fiction and "twisted mystery" films receives an indepth essay for each film. The focus is first on the
background to the making of the movie and its place in the
Universal catalog. A detailed plot synopsis with critical
commentary follows. Filmographic data for the film conclude
the entry. Universal's The Shadow short film series is covered
in an appendix. Many rare illustrations and movie posters are
also included.
"Craddock, a journalist, outlines how to use alternative energy
sources such as solar, wind, biomass, geothermal energy,
and hydropower. He discusses their pros and cons, how they
work and what makes them efficient, and areas where they
need improvement. He also describes several case studies of
their use, with instructions on how to build solar panels,
battery chargers, and ovens, biogas generators, wind
turbines, and other do-it-yourself projects."--Book News.
It was bizarre and inexplicable, and after it happened, Ingrid
Waverly was forced to leave her life in London behind. She
had to trade a world full of fancy dresses and society events
for exile in gothic Paris with her mother and her younger
sister, Gabby. In Paris there are no grand balls or glittering
parties, and disturbingly, the house rented by Ingrid's twin
brother, Grayson, isn't a house at all. It's an abbey. A creepy,
old abbey with a roof lined in stone gargoyles that could
almost be mistaken for living, breathing creatures. And to top
it all off, Grayson is missing. Yet no one seems to be
concerned about Grayson's whereabouts save for Luc, a
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devastatingly handsome servant who has some deep and
dark secrets of his own. There's one secret about the city that
even Luc can't keep hidden, though: there's a murderer on
the loose. And every day that Grayson is missing means
there's less chance he's still alive. Ingrid is sure her twin isn't
dead--she can feel it deep in her soul--but she knows that
he's in grave danger, and that it's up to her and Gabby to find
him before all hope is lost. And yet the path to him is more
dangerous than she could ever imagine.
Criminal and Citizen in Modern Mexico explores elite notions
of crime and criminality from the late eighteenth to the early
twentieth century. In Mexico these notions represented
contested areas of the social terrain, places where
generalized ideas about criminality transcended the individual
criminal act to intersect with larger issues of class, race,
gender, and sexuality. It was at this intersection that modern
Mexican society bared its soul. Attitudes toward race
amalgamation and indios, lower-class lifestyles and läperos,
women and sexual deviance, all influenced perceptions of
criminality and ultimately determined the fundamental issue of
citizenship: who belonged and who did not. The liberal
discourse of toleration and human rights, the positivist
discourse of order and progress, the revolutionary discourse
of social justice and integration sought in turn to disguise the
exclusions of modern Mexican society behind a veil of
criminality?to proscribe as criminal those activities that
criminologists, penologists, and anthropologists clearly linked
to marginalized social groups. This book attempts to lift that
veil and to gaze, like Josä Guadalupe Posada, at the grinning
calavera that it shields.
Journey along with the four Gerhard sisters as they head to
Wyoming Territory in search of husbands and discover that
happy endings are not ready-made. Evelyn arrives in
Wyoming with a secret and a grudge, only to find her
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prospective groom holds a secret, too. Jane vies for the
attention of her workaholic husband who is bent on saving his
ranch even if it means losing love. Gwendolyn’s would-be
husband dies, leaving her to the will of another man. And
Emmeline’s knight-in-shining-armor herds sheep instead of
cattle. Will love prevail, or will their journeys have not so
happy endings?

The official Eclipse Series programmer's guide to
integrating and extending BIRT, by its creators at
Actuate: fully updated for BIRT 2.6 • •Shows how to
develop custom reports in Java using BIRT's APIs.
•Fully explains all org.eclipse.birt package classes.
•The complete programmer and reporting
professional's companion to THE BIRT Field Guide:
the definitive technical resource for a worldwide
community of users that has downloaded 10 million
copies of BIRT. The second of a two-book series on
business intelligence and reporting technology,
Integrating and Extending BIRT, Third Edition
thoroughly introduces BIRT 2.6's architecture,
reporting framework, and most powerful
improvements. The authors - all members of BIRT's
extended development team at Actuate demonstrate how to create powerful customized
reports using scripting and the latest BIRT APIs.
Then, using many downloadable code examples,
they also demonstrate how to extend the BIRT
Framework with new plug-ins built using the Eclipse
Plug-in Development Environment. Writing for
programmers and experienced report developers,
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they cover all facets of BIRT integration and
extensibility, including: • •Deploying BIRT reports to
an application server. •Understanding BIRT
architecture. •Utilizing scripting in BIRT report
designs. •Making the most of the org.eclipse.birt
package classes. •Integrating BIRT functionality into
applications. •Working with the BIRT Extension
Framework
Richard Paterson has Scotch whisky running
through his veins. His grandfather and father were
both prominent in the Scotch whisky industry in
Glasgow for decades before Richard joined a
competing whisky brokerage firm to start his
apprenticeship. But this is no dry textbook on
blending. Far from it. Humour, insight, history, a love
of people and an abiding and evangelical passion
inform every page. For the first time one of the
world's foremost whisky blenders reveals how he
rose through the ranks to top of his profession. He
also candidly reveals some of the secrets of his craft
and gives his thoughts on where he feels the
industry is heading today. Lavishly illustrated in
colour and black and white with black and white line
artwork, this is destined to become a whisky classic
and an essential item on every whisky lover's
bookshelf. CONTENTS 1. Raw Spirit - The Birth of a
Blender 2. Maturation Begins 3. The Spirit of
Campbeltown - Glen Scotia 4. A Blender in the
Making 5. The Spirit of the Highlands - Dalmore &
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Fettercairn 6. The Master Blender 7. The Art of
Whisky Blending 8. The Spirit of the Islands - Jura 9.
Going for Gold - Fully Matured
The Matrix Model for Teens and Young Adults
Therapist Manual
Detailed and timely information on accommodations,
restaurants, and local attractions highlight these
updated travel guides, which feature all-new covers,
a two-color interior design, symbols to indicate
budget options, must-see ratings, multi-day
itineraries, Smart Travel Tips, helpful bulleted maps,
tips on transportation, guidelines for shopping
excursions, and other valuable features. Original.
The World’s #1 Hands-On Oracle SQL
Workbook–Fully Updated for Oracle 11g Crafted for
hands-on learning and tested in classrooms
worldwide, this book illuminates in-depth every
Oracle SQL technique you’ll need. From the
simplest query fundamentals to regular expressions
and with newly added coverage of Oracle’s powerful
new SQL Developer tool, you will focus on the tasks
that matter most. Hundreds of step-by-step, guided
lab exercises will systematically strengthen your
expertise in writing effective, high-performance SQL.
Along the way, you’ll acquire a powerful arsenal of
useful skills–and an extraordinary library of solutions
for your real-world challenges with Oracle SQL.
Coverage includes 100% focused on Oracle SQL for
Oracle 11g, today’s #1 database platform–not
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“generic” SQL! Master all core SQL techniques
including every type of join such as equijoins, self
joins, and outer joins Understand Oracle functions in
depth, especially character, number, date,
timestamp, interval, conversion, aggregate, regular
expressions, analytical, and more Practice all types
of subqueries, such as correlated and scalar
subqueries, and learn about set operators and
hierarchical queries Build effective queries and learn
fundamental Oracle SQL Developer and SQL*Plus
skills Make the most of the Data Dictionary and
create tables, views, indexes, and sequences
Secure databases using Oracle privileges, roles, and
synonyms Explore Oracle 11g’s advanced data
warehousing features Learn many practical tips
about performance optimization, security, and
architectural solutions Avoid common pitfalls and
understand and solve common mistakes For every
database developer, administrator, designer, or
architect, regardless of experience!
If a picture is worth a thousand words, then it's a
good bet that at least half of those words relate to
the picture's copyright status. Art historians, artists,
and anyone who wants to use the images of others
will find themselves awash in byzantine legal terms,
constantly evolving copyright law, varying
interpretations by museums and estates, and
despair over the complexity of the whole situation.
Here, on a white—not a high—horse, Susan Bielstein
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offers her decades of experience as an editor
working with illustrated books. In doing so, she
unsnarls the threads of permissions that have
ensnared scholars, critics, and artists for years.
Organized as a series of “takes” that range from
short sidebars to extended discussions,
Permissions, A Survival Guide explores intellectual
property law as it pertains to visual imagery. How
can you determine whether an artwork is
copyrighted? How do you procure a high-quality
reproduction of an image? What does “fair use”
really mean? Is it ever legitimate to use the work of
an artist without permission? Bielstein discusses the
many uncertainties that plague writers who work with
images in this highly visual age, and she does so
based on her years navigating precisely these
issues. As an editor who has hired a photographer to
shoot an incredibly obscure work in the Italian
mountains (a plan that backfired hilariously), who
has tried to reason with artists' estates in languages
she doesn't speak, and who has spent her time in
the archival trenches, she offers a snappy and
humane guide to this difficult terrain. Filled with
anecdotes, asides, and real courage, Permissions, A
Survival Guide is a unique handbook that anyone
working in the visual arts will find invaluable, if not
indispensable.
Tales about sticky confectionary, talking fish,
restless gargoyles, mysterious magical eggs in the
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depths of space, a reasonable giant rat, worlds
made with words and worlds drowned in rivers of
chocolate... For teenagers and children. (Some
suitable for adults as well.)
When I receive a call from a mysterious woman
seeking my help to escape her abusive husband, I
can't refuse, even though I'm supposed to meet my
future in-laws in twenty-four hours. Like my hero,
Humphrey Bogart, I am a sucker for a damsel in
distress, but the woman disappears before I can
whisk her to safety, and I feel compelled to find her.
As I dig deeper into her identity, I discover her
husband, a high-profile attorney, has secrets that
could destroy his political aspirations. I'm urgently
piecing together clues that may lead not only to my
missing client, but to perilous situations I never
expected. It's a harrowing race against time to find
the kidnappers ... I just hope I'm not too late.
This witty, warm-hearted retelling of Cyrano de
Bergerac is a love letter to female friendship. Perfect
for Stephanie Perkins fans, and anyone who's ever
thought of trying on a new identity to impress a guy.
Aphra Brown is bold and outgoing. Her best friend,
Bethany, is achingly beautiful. Individually, they
could both do a little better in the self-esteem
department, but together? Together, they have what
it takes to win over Greg D'Agostino, a proverbial
"ten," who happens to be fluent in six
languages--seven if you count the language of
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smoldering gazes . . . What begins as an honest
mistake turns into an elaborate deception, wherein
Bethany goes on dates with Greg while Aphra
coaches her on what to say, and texts him in the
guise of Bethany, trying and failing, all the while, to
tamp down her own hopeless crush. It's only a
matter of time before things come crashing down.
The question is: What will happen when Greg finds
out? And can Aphra and Bethany's friendship survive
the fallout? From the author of We Regret to Inform
You comes a witty, warm-hearted exploration of love
in all its forms, and a cris-de-coeur for selfacceptance when the pressure to be perfect is
overwhelming. "There is much to appreciate about
this book: its cleverness, its humor, that it embraces
and normalizes therapy, that it places familial love
and friendship on a level with romantic love. But,
perhaps best of all, it offers teens, especially those
struggling to accept and love themselves, a picture
of a girl who makes mistakes and fights to begin
again." --Booklist, starred review "At once painful
and heartfelt . . . a smart and honest look at female
beauty, with plenty of panache to boot." --Kirkus,
starred review
The idea of a heavenly contract, uniting God and
humanity in a bargain of salvation, emerged as the
keystone of Puritan theology in early modern
England. Yet this concept, with its connotations of
exchange and reciprocity, runs counter to other
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tenets of Calvinism, such as predestination, that
were also central to Puritan thought. With bold
analytic intelligence, David Zaret explores this
puzzling conflict between covenant theology and
pure Calvinism. In the process he demonstrates that
popular beliefs and activities had tremendous
influence on Puritan religion.
The traditional view of pastoral as a static genre,
aimed at the recreation of an idyllic past, has
recently been challenged by historicist critics. Here
Judith Haber complicates the opposition between
humanist and historicist perspectives by examining
ways in which pastoral poets themselves interrogate
the contradictory relations inherent in their genre.
Focusing on texts by Theocritus, Virgil, Sidney, and
Marvell, Haber revises current understanding of
pastoral, and raises wider questions about literature
in society and the establishment of literary tradition.
Year 2301 One month has passed since the death of
Lady Vinya. Since the night sky went black in the
sudden disappearance of the Moon. In the aftermath
of the vanishing, the scales of the Balance have
been disrupted and angered, the dark repercussions
felt from the ruined lands of the Outerworld to the
floating island home of the gods. Only now do the
gods of Illyria stir, their period of mourning coming to
a close as they call for a grand tournament. One that
will decide the next Hand--a god worthy and
powerful enough to pull the Moon back onto this
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plane. Of the contenders for the Throne, one is a
malevolent prince of the Sun, another a twentyarmed inventor, and the third a disgraced father. But
when thirteen-year-old Ionikus Reaves--Guardian of
the gods and one-third child of the late Lady
Vinya--is forced to volunteer as a competitor, Ion
discovers this tournament and the gods who called
for it aren't what they seem. For as he battles his
way through the abandoned cities of the Outerworld,
forced to fight for a Throne he doesn't want, Ion soon
realizes he's not just a contender. But a pawn in a
vicious game of the gods', where at the end, victory
could mean death. And the destruction of the Moon
itself.
Psychosocial Rehabilitation is a comprehensive
ready-reference for mental health practitioners and
students, providingpractical advice on the full range
of interventions forpsychosocial rehabilitation. It
contextualises the interventionsdescribed and
provides pointers to enable the reader to explore
thetheory and research. This manual recognises the
wide-ranging impact of mental illnessand its
ramifications on daily life, and promotes a recovery
modelof psychosocial rehabilitation and aims to
empower clinicians toengage their clients in tailored
rehabilitation plans. The book isdivided into five key
sections. Section 1 looks at assessment covering
tools available in thepublic domain, instruments,
scoring systems, norms and applicationsfor
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diagnosis and measurement of symptoms, cognitive
functioning,impairment and recovery. Section 2
covers the full range of therapeutic interventions
andoffers advice on training and supervision
requirements andevaluation of process, impact and
outcome. Section 3 provides manuals and programs
for interventionseffectively provided as group
activities. Section 4 explains how to design a full
programme thatintegrates therapeutic interventions
with group programmes as wellas services provided
by other agencies. The final section looks at peer
support and self help, providingmanuals and
resources that support programmes and
interventions notrequiring professional or practitioner
direction.
The financial industry is swamped by credit products
whose economic performance is linked to the
performance of some underlying portfolio of creditrisky instruments, like loans, bonds, swaps, or assetbacked securities. Financial institutions continuously
use these products for tailor-made long and short
positions in credit risks. Based on a stead
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